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From the co-creator of the groundbreaking television showÂ Twin Peaks comes an exciting

adventure series with a unique combination of mystery, heart-pounding action, and the

supernatural.  Â  Will West is a student of the Centerâ€”a school for an elite group of students. After

exposing a sinister underground society of students known as the Knights of Charlemagne, Will

discovers that he is developing supernatural physical and mental abilities. As he explores his new

powers, he and his roommates investigate the Knightsâ€™ shadowy purpose and soon uncover a

plot that could destroy life as we know it. The newly formed alliance will have to separate friend from

foe as they prepare for the biggest fight of their lives.
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Gr 8 Upâ€”Alliance is the second installment in Frost's action-packed series. While it is possible to

enjoy without having read The Paladin Prophecy (Random House, 2012), events proceed fairly

quickly, so readers may miss elements of the backstory. In this sequel, Will West and his

roommates continue to uncover the evil doings of the Knights of Charlemagne, learning more about

their history and finding even more secrets hidden at the Center. The Knights seem to anticipate



every move Will and his friends make; could they have a traitor in their midst? Frost's novel has

action and suspense mixed with aliens and genetically modified humans, so it will appeal to science

fiction fans. There are several unresolved plot points which presumably will be tied up as the series

continues. There is plenty of action, but lengthy explanations occasionally drag down the pacing.

Purchase where the first book is popular or where there is a strong demand for sci-fi and

mystery.â€”Saleena L. Davidson, South Brunswick Public Library, Monmouth Junction, NJ --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The action-packed New York Times bestseller!"Frostâ€™s novel has action and suspense mixed

with aliens and genetically modified humans, so it will appeal to science fiction fans." --SLJ

I really enjoyed this one. It wasn't as fast paced as the last, but there was a lot of things uncovered.

There were a lot of questions answered, but a lot unanswered. I have to say that this trilogy, so far,

is one of the best YA I have read in a while. Its about friendship, relying on one another, and being

yourself. These group of friends are discovering who they are, what they can do and work together

to fight the bad guys.Now, it's SOOOO over the top at time I was rolling my eyes, but I actually like

that part of this series. I mean some of the things they talk about, you know no ordinary teenager

would even think of...but this group isn't ordinary. And the ultimate betrayal hurts...ugh..I'm still mad.

There is a love triangle, its last about four pages and Will does pine over these two girls but it's not

the center of the story.THAT CLIFFHANGER!!! I was not expecting that AT ALL!!! And I'm like

dangling here...waiting for the next book..not knowing when that is.*sigh*I recommended these

books to my cousins daughter. She's an extreme book nerd and I know she will enjoy these books. I

can't wait for book 3.

Just finished book two and think Mr. Frost should read book one and rewrite this and from the

reviews, book three as well. There are several story lines from book one that do not show up in this

book, this leaves me feeling a little cheated as a reader.Clearly the author is a talented and skilled

writer with the ability to create great mental images and I commend him on this. What I miss is the

thoroughness and completeness that the characters and the plot deserve. It seems that the series

was written in bits and pieces here and there, more like a sideline rather than a full on project from

beginning to end.I'm going to wait before purchasing the next book, in fact I may not read it at all

after reading all the reviews. Sorry publisher you lost me. Rewrite and try again.



I was pretty satisfied with the first book and wasn't feeling the need to read the second book but it

picked up the story unexpectedly and I was excited to continue the series

Exceptional, absolutely exceptional I would recommend this book to every Harry Potter, Hunger

Game, fans only this book is a thriller, the suspenseful - have to finish, dying to know what happens

next book out there. Mark Frost (TWIN PEAKS) has created new dynamic teen heroes and villains

around. This book kept me at the edge of my seat and I had to finish it reading late into the

night-early morning.This book is the absolute total package its' plot, creativity, drama, humor

adventure etc. is so worth your time.WARNING-do not attempt to read this book without first reading

the Paladin Prophecy.

quick shipping. Bought for my son who likes these types of books. And he loves them . Will be

buying more im sure

So suspenseful! Much shorter than the last one but the story was amazing! Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠ it is a good

book. The story was so much fun to read. You'll love

it!Ã°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ

“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ“Âš

I really enjoyed this book & love this genrealmost finished, quick read

Another well-written installment in the Paladin Prophecy series. It's engaging and, as with the first

book, keeps you guessing while still giving you just enough answers to keep you interested in

what's going to happen next. However, unlike the first one, this one isn't as action-packed or

fast-moving, and gets lost in the details for a good portion of it. The first half is really a setup for

what's going to happen next.Despite that, it's still a great read, and has all the mystery and lovable

characters, as well as some new ones that are not so lovable, to look forward to. I won't give

anything away, but things get pretty interesting between a few of the characters, which I honestly

did not see coming.
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